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A pool table is a rectangular table. It has six pockets and consists of cushions bounding the
Pool tables are purchased all over the world for a number of re...
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A pool table is a rectangular table. It has six pockets and consists of cushions bounding the

Pool tables are purchased all over the world for a number of reasons. People buy pool tables f

Pool tables are available in varied shapes and styles to suit the requirements of the customer

The History of Pool Tables
The history of pool is quite debatable. The reason for debate is related to its origin. Some p
Pool was not played on tables in its earliest version. It was played on lawns. The purpose of

The game was then played indoors on the floor. As a result of constant bending, players suffer

With the game shifted atop tables, another problem was faced by the players. The ball kept rol

In 1600´s rubber strips were added to the wooden side rails. These rubber strips acted as cush

Next the whole concept of playing pool changed. To make the game more interesting, two round h
The pockets in the pool tables kept on evolving till the six-pocketed pool table was born.
Types of Pool Tables
Pool tables are available in many shapes, styles, sizes and colors. Generally pool tables are

Cost Efficient Styles
Cost efficient tables are ordered and required for clubs, pubs and pool hall owners. These poo

Finely Handcrafted Wood Designs
These pool tables are in a class of their own. They are made for residential game rooms or pri

New Age Designs
These pool tables are especially made to suit the modern day quality and requirements. These p

Pool tables are available for everyone, according to their requirements. The cost of a pool ta
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